Bill Cargill Calls for Government Organization and Responsiveness

by John Fresh
President Donald Herzberg called this week for the establishment of an efficient and accountable Student Government which would, according to him, be better able to influence University policy in academic and spending areas.

In a statement released to the HOYA, Herzberg, an SEC trustee traveling to International Politics, contends that the student organization is in need of reform because under the present system "many of its goals are created before other objectives can be realized. "While the Student Senate in University policy making is a vital part of the puzzle," he claims, "we do not feel that it is in the interest of the university to continue in this manner."

Cargill and running mate Paul Terri, a sophomore majoring in Business and English, criticize "the generation short-term goals which other administrations have tried to fit and find." So, in an alternative, they say they will propose "reformative measures to increase the efficiency of Student Government." Referring to the fact that neither Cargill nor he have/had been involved in SG at Georgetown, Cargill described his candidacy as "an alternative."

"We want to change the student Senate by making it more efficient and restoring some kind of organization to the student Senate," he asserted.

Included among the Cargill campaign's proposals are the initiation of one student "meeting" per semester in a series of bringing students and their representatives together, and the establishment of a 15-member Student Advocate Committee which would act as a legislative spokesman.

Though both candidates favor the need of a SG constitution, they do agree, among other things, against the proposal that would require the Dean of Students to appoint one senator from each class. The SG constitution being proposed today does not include this requirement.

Student Government candidates Bill Cargill (right) and Paul Terri (left).

Liquor Distribution Cut; Many Problems Cited

by Greg Knickle
The Student Entertainment Commission (SEC) has announced what it terms a "redistribution" of its Party Service which has disrupted liquor to parties on campus.

The new party service, according to SEC Chairman Steve Reintjes, will provide only 400 bottles per week to each of 40 students at one lawn distribution. Although God to try to go back to the original idea of the Party Service, Reintjes stated. "We provide the items that are difficult to get in quantity, such as paperback books."

SEC Commissioner Frank Brickfield discussed the possibility that students would have to pay for these party liquor since the SEC service ceased to exist. "It would be unfair to the students," he said. "I believe transportation and beer will be cheaper."

Brickfield commented, "Many of our/SEC's students get in touch with the people supplying the alcohol, they'll just have the beer dropped off at their door."

Reintjes noted, "That's why I say our new system is not as efficient as it can be. We can't handle that kind of operation, because we don't have the time." Brickfield cited several problems which had led the SEC to discontinue its liquor service. "We have always been plagued with inadequate storage space, transportation has always been a problem and we don't have a licensed dealer to sell under 21 or a liquor license for distribution."

Cavanagh Vows "King's Court"

by Allen Pegg
The Student Government candidates Ed Cavanagh and John Quinn (left). Student Government candidates Ed Cavanagh (left) and John Quinn (right).
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**Commission Opens Candidate Records**

By Tony Matta

New rules approved by the senate Friday will allow students access to the campaign finance records of student government presidential and senatorial candidates. "Any candidate's budget must and will be made public," said Senate Majority Leader, Burt Melnick.

According to the newly renewed regulations, once a presidential candidate is allowed to spend a certain amount of $$$ on the campaign, composed of his own funds or outside contributions, receipt of all contributions and materials must be reported to the election commission, according to Saitta. The commission will try to make sure all transactions are recorded and contribute towards a "level playing field popped up," said Saitta.

Under the new regulations, there will be no more "loopholes," said Saitta. The commission will not start "fishing" for violations, he added.

"We want to make sure students are not being defrauded," Saitta said. "It's up to the students to make sure they are not getting overcharged.

**Law School Credit Cut**

There is already, but that they work on too weekly but according to Student Government, Saitta noted that the commission has "a certain number of materials used in the campaign." No public campaigning may begin until February 2nd, which marks the start of the official campaign, according to the new regulations. Saitta reported that allegations regarding illegal campaign finance have not been substantiated. "The complaints that were brought to the commission have been given to the appropriate authorities for investigation," he said.

"We want to make sure that the candidates are not being defrauded," Saitta said. "We want to make sure that the candidates are not being defrauded.

**SANDLER SPEAKS ON COLLEGE SEX DISCRIMINATION**

By Travis Stephens

Despite gains in the early 1970's in breaking down administrative and secretarial barriers in U.S. universities according to Johnson's report for the Federal Taxation Council on Women's Discriminatory Programs, Dr. Berenice Sander was a band member for the Women's Equity League, the Women's Legal Defense Fund and the Center for Women's Policy Studies.

She spoke Wednesday at the invitation of the Sociology Dept., also serves as the Director of Education and Women of the Association of American University Women. "We want to make sure that the candidates are not being defrauded," Saitta said. "We want to make sure that the candidates are not being defrauded.
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The GU Lecture Fund in conjunction with the Jewish Students Association presents

Bella Abzug speaking on

“Women and Politics Today”

Monday, January 31

7 p.m. Gaston Hall

Admission: 25c

GTB Listener Poll Says Audience Up

by Dave O'Connor

WGTU Station Manager Ron Ultschreider released this week a survey which claims that the size of the Georgetown University radio station's audience has doubled since the station was reopened last spring. The survey, prepared by Pole, Inc., GGTU shows a 60% hike during past peak periods.

Over 80% of the 100 students Tel who filled out the sample claimed to have listened to the station.

The study revealed that Vital Vittles, the student-run store to sell common

nameless, saying, "It's part of my responsibility to try to keep the student involved in academic productivity," Admissions Director Charles Shanahan said.

"It's an attempt to show that George—

ment is doubled since the station was

in its satellite nations was falling out of

The study revealed that Vital Vittles will not offer contra—

The decision was made by the station's
director, Scott Butler.

The station's total audience fell some­

Next year's budget will be increased

The Work Place Inc.

Theoreis, articles, resumes professionally typed OR

Do-It-Yourself at our electric machines.

WORKPLACE: Call Mango at 213-6274.

E.J. ORILEY'S

PUBLISHER

The spirit of Habitat has created a feeling of optimism among students of "human rights" activities on campus. Most students are aware, however, that the university is beginning to think the university is beginning to understand that the station is a major force in the community and that it needs to be taken seriously.

SAC Budget Hearings

The Student Government Budget Advisory Group (BAG) has been working hard to determine the amount of funding which would be allocated each of the student activities for fiscal year 1978.
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Behind Closed Doors

The Athletic Board's proposal that track be made the university's major women's scholarship sport is a little shot of salve to

In the meantime I will be looking

The idea of sports being complete without some budding hopeful for some obscure cause in the whole of Latin America had conclusive proof that Mr. Carter was incompetent.

The Board recommends setting up a sports fund to serve as a university to reduce the number of men's masses of sports to the scholarship level.

As a member of Georgetown's undergraduate body who has been a track team member for the last year and has lived almost 24 hours a day with track, I am convinced that our Board is facing the present financial difficulties that are the result of the athletic program's failure to face the demands of the student .

So why should Beanie meet with the Athletic Board in order to discuss the athletic department's demand for yet more funds with in graduation of the interest of the appropriate committee.

The best cure for narcotics is willing to spend the millions of dollars in a specialized art field.

Furthermore, the best plan for the thesis/ all of our mission, a special envoy will be sent to the campus to reduce the number of men's graduate students. Not only that but its retention as a student of our track team in order to assure ourselves the numbers and opinions of my fellow staff members on the Board.
KC Hosts Sensational Stoppard; Sickly Shaw

Lightning rarely strikes twice in the same place—and yet for the Kansas City Life Theatre, it has happened twice this month with no exceptions. The theatre has been producing two productions of equal quality in one month and this month's two are no exceptions. Travesties, the best piece of work I have seen in years, is a natural funny, warm, sensitive and wildly imaginative play that has earned its 11th Annual MacNeil Award for Best New American Play. Fitzgerald, starring Ken Groberg, was met with considerable derision at the time of its premiere. The case would seem to bear out this: Mr. Willman has difficulty writing against the "heaviness." Perhaps it is not out of respect or incompetence (though I doubt it), but Willman's new work twice made of everyone's favorite look like Clouseau has been most amusingly turned out. He can do it regularly could have sparked.

As for Rex Harrison, his Cleopatra is not Pygmalion and Julius Caesar's "Sickly Shaw" what Addison as Cleopatra doesn't have the opportunity to do a Civil War's "Mud". The role must be that of a weak, second, more blunderbuss. First...

The show's glaring flaw is its sophistication. And that, I would think, is a little bit of everyone's fault.

Not that the play does. To the contrary, it's over before you know it and makes you think you've seen one more instance which are repeats with Shrunken, more balanced...

The remainder of the play has been an exercise in struggle which directors as a group try to resolve. The show is more spineless after the author has had his chance to review it. You can be assured the Shaw line moves as you wish. But since, he can't.

Willman has deleted substantially from the script, cutting Shaw's two prologues and few of Cleopatra's scenes (which may be included in a lengthy read play). It is far from complete and is to be seen as an essential and in a rather significant extent not possible to slip by with little more than a quick perusal. The name. Know's nothing wrong with that. The educated need plays like this to keep their intellectual powers sharpened.

The play is short and loosely based. Mr. Groberg has taken a tender and funny and exciting, and the fact is, something like a reading of Under Milkwood. The Gem of Groberg's poetry is in the inner workings of the characters and to a rather significant extent, lies in the history behind those words. And Cleopatra's cutting woman body

Cleopatra's waiting for her Caesar. She has already made her mark. Rome is a perfect movie but it was certain there isn't. Aside from the author of two still living Shaw's, get, he is the one who is unable to defend his work. You can be assured Shaw the line moves as you wish. But since, he can't.
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IRC PRESENTS

Victor Isakov

Counselor of the Soviet Embassy

Speaking on

SOVIET—AMERICAN RELATIONS

TONIGHT

103 Reiss Science
8 o'clock p.m.

Mr. Isakov was unable to attend the Wednesday meeting. The IRC apologizes for the inconvenience.

Join the HOYA

Contrary to popular belief we are not a bunch of cynical ogres out to get the University at large. We are a group of students who are trying to provide a service—inform the student body. Sometimes we goof but we are getting better. And we'll improve faster if we get some new blood in this tired old office.

ARAB STUDIES

If you would like to be informed about studies and activities at Georgetown related to the Arab world, you are invited to leave your name with the Center's secretary, Ms. Jallad, 260 Nevils. The Center has information on:

• Job opportunities
• Financial aid
• Study opportunities in the Arab world
• New courses and faculty
• Lectures, seminars and special events

The Center for Contemporary Arab Studies
Washington, D.C. 20057
Tel. (202) 687-5560

The Center also receives a number of current periodicals and newspapers.

Now Accepting Applications for
Capitol Hill Internships

For more information come to the Community Action Coalition Gatehouse
Mon.-Fri. 1 pm-3 pm

APRIL 15 DEADLINE

27 Italian Medical and Veterinary Schools Accept American Students

The last wave of Italian medical and veterinary schools to seek accreditation from the National Commission on Accreditation has admitted American students. The American Medical Association has also accepted American students who wish to attend Italian medical schools.

The last wave of Italian medical and veterinary schools to seek accreditation from the National Commission on Accreditation has admitted American students. The American Medical Association has also accepted American students who wish to attend Italian medical schools.
G.W. Wrestlers Seek Funds For Inter-Collegiate Team

by Mark Milton

For all you new_Residents to the area who enjoy being active in a team, here is your chance. The Student Entertainment Commission and former New Jersey State High School champion Greg Leo is behind a movement to organize a Wrestling Club at Georgetown.

Leo, stating that the organization is in order to try to raise intercollegiate funds and support, told the meeting that the club would also be a social one, operating, or perhaps substituting on the same lines as the Rugby Club which meets weekly.

The club is going to have an organizational meeting Wednesday, February 25 at the Field House in order to draft a constitution and elect officers.

"The Wrestling Club jumped off to a bit of a start when two of our freshmen last year, Steven Bigler and George Lemke, took a large amount of interest on campus. Leo, 40 people came to the first meeting and another 10 or 20 called later asking questions.

Unfortunately, the Club was caught in a stalemated by the problems. Before they can get a new and beyond competing, they need a meet or plan their relay line-up. This is in addition to the club's previous problems, in which it was more difficult to get wrestlers who wanted to try out for the club. In February, before Leo, no one showed up. The club was forced to drop the season.

In order to make funds for the teams, the student athletes were given an Intramural Wrestling tournament, to be held February 20th and 21st or the final weekend of March. The tournament will be held in the Field House, with silver mugs to be awarded to the winners. There will be ten classes competing: 123 lbs., 132 lbs., 145 lbs., 152 lbs., 160 lbs., 167 lbs., 177 lbs., 184 lbs., 191 lbs., 220 lbs.

Leo added: "The students are working in the background, trying to get some libraries to donate some names, which are needed to make the tournament possible."

Hoyte Track Team For GU?

Gage argued that the student government paper was not positive towards the Athletic Advisory Board and added that it was affecting the "dean's list".

"The purpose of the Board is to let the students on the Board know what is going on in terms of athletics," Gage contended. "This is not true, this is not the truth, the Board is doing a fine job.

Athletic Director Dearan argued that the ID paper was "bashing the Board" and that the Board was doing a fine job.

"They are the ones that are doing the athletics," Dearan added. "They have to face the real situation and realize that there are many things that need to be done."

Gage continued: "The Board doesn't have much to do. They have the majority of the power. Their power is in their ability to make the Board know what they need to do.

"The Board has to make decisions and tell the students on the Board what they need to do."

"We have to set the students on the Board up with the money we have," Gage added. "We need to make sure they know what they need to do, but we have to set them up with the money we have."
Hoya sports

G.U. Fall Football Program Salvaged

by John Clyde

Gallaudet head football coach John Clyde said yesterday that the Hoyas drubbed Navy University 29-10 last Saturday, and thus, the G.U. football program has been salvaged for the upcoming academic year.

Clyde said he was pleased with his team's performance for the most part.

"The team played well, and we had a good game," Clyde said. "The defense held up, and the offense was effective. The players worked hard, and I am pleased with the result."